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About Us

PCS is a division of Detail City Inc.
 Detail City’s Private Client Services offers a separate department that caters to high-end vehicles with custom 
solutions. As our Private Client, you will have your very own PCS Advisor that will keep in direct contact with 

you for your every detailing need. 

Detail City Inc. was incorporated in 2017. It was founded by 3 partners that have been detailing for over 10 years. Our 
primary Private Client location is based in Downers Grove, IL where we specialize in Automotive Detailing, Paint 
Correction, Ceramic Coating and PPF. Our Oswego location caters to the dealership clientele, where we detail vehicles 
for Mercedes-Benz of Naperville, Maserati, Range Rover, Jaguar, Alfa Romeo and other neighboring dealerships. Here at 
Detail City, our passion goes beyond cars. We strive for perfection in our service, our quality, and the everlasting 
relationships we build with our clients.

At Detail City Private Client Services (PCS), we focus on designing a personal solution to our clients’ needs and wants. 
We understand the complexity of each car, and how they all differ from one another. With that concept in mind, our goal 
is to cater to each client personally with detailed inspections and recommendations.

To some, a car is more than a car – At Detail City PCS, we know that better than anyone in the market. To us, we value 
the passion that our clients have towards their cars. Our goal is to maintain the integrity and the aesthetic appearance of 
them. The time, dedication, and continued effort that each vehicle needs, is what we live for. 

Whether it is paint correction, ceramic coating, or a simple layer of wax, our PCS advisors are experts at guiding you 
through the process. Our inspections go into great depth of the current condition of your car; From evaluating its’ 
exterior paint, down to the crevasses in its interior. Detail City PCS is here to build a relationship with our clients on a 
personal level. We have built a lifelong trust with every client to ensure that each one of their cars are properly being 
taken care of, maintained, and are presented in the best way possible.

What is “Private Client Services” ?
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PCS Advantages

     Pick-up/Drop-off Service
We understand you're busy. Have your PCS Advisor schedule a time that 

works for you. We offer a pick-up and drop-off for your vehicle, and a 

shuttle service as well if needed.

      Vehicle Flatbed Service

We offer a flat bed service for all of our PCS vehicles. Whether it’s due to 

the weather, the distance to our locations, or just the preference of 

preserving the mileage on your vehicle, we offer many options of 

transporting your investment to and from our detailing facilities. 

               Inspect, Research & Recommend

Every car is not the same, and we understand that better than anyone. 

Before getting started on your car, we will do an in-depth inspection of your 

car’s current condition, analyze its paint/specs, and give you specific 

recommendations and options to choose from.

             Professional Pictures & Videos

Detail City PCS is partners with the best of photographers and 

videographers in the Chicagoland Area. Whether it's for personal or 

professional use, we have dedicated teams to create personalized photos 

and videos for your vehicles.

24/7 Availibility
For our private clients, our doors are never closed. If you need something 

as simple as an answer to a question, or need your car dropped off after 

midnight, our PCS team is sure to serve your every request!

               Custom Pricing & Solutions

With the Private Clientele cars, pricing is based on your specific wants and 

needs. Tailored to your desires, we will generate pricing solutions 

customized to the options you choose, opposed to generic pricing and 

services.
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Hand Washes
Here at Detail City, we use the safest and most effective ways when it comes to your paint's surface. Hand 

washing using grit guards, the two-bucket method, and fresh microfiber wash mitts, we ensure the most detailed 

and safest car wash possible. With the best car washing products in the market, our methods use the least amount 

of contact to prevent any swirls, scratches or imperfections in the paint. 

Express Wash Signature Series Hand Wash

 Foam Cannon Presoak 

 Hand Wash (2- Bucket Method) 

 Wheel Wells, Tires & Rims Degreased 

 Compressed Air Dry 

 Tire Shine Application 

 Rain-X Windshield Application 

 Hydrophobic Paint Protectant Wax Applied 

 Door Jams Cleaned & Dried 

 All Windows Cleaned (Interior & Exterior) 

 Dust Dash & Center Console 

 Light Vacuum Carpet 

 Trunk Jams Cleaned & Dried

 Foam Cannon Presoak 

 Hand Wash (2- Bucket Method) 

 Wheel Wells, Tires & Rims Degreased 

 Compressed Air Dry 

 Drying Aid Wax Application 

 Tire Shine Application 

 Door Jams Cleaned & Dried
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Inspections & Evaluations

1) Scheduling

You have an option of coming to us or having us come to you. We 

understand your busy schedule and/or some exotic vehicles cannot be 

driven long distances, and that’s why we make it as easy as possible for 

you. Inspection scheduling can be done via phone call, text or our website.

2) Visual Inspection

Upon seeing the car, your PCS advisor will discuss your needs and wants 

and perform a “walk-around” or “visual inspection” with you. This 

inspection gives us an basic idea of the general condition of your car and 

what exactly you are looking to do with it.

3) Detailed Inspection Prep

Upon the arrival of your car, we will perform an in-depth preparation wash 

of your vehicle. This includes a Signature Series hand wash to thoroughly 

clean every nook and crevice of the vehicle to insure a dirt-free surface to 

inspect. After the wash, we will remove all waxes and sealants to reveal the 

true condition of the paint. Waxes and sealants tend to hide or cover swirls, 

minor scratches, etc. This procedure is done with an IPA/Eraser Application

4) In-Depth Paint Analysis

After insuring that your vehicle is completely clean and free of any waxes 

and sealants, we will begin with an in-depth visual analysis of every inch of 

the exterior. We will also measure the paint depth using a Paint Gauge 

Meter to know statistically how much paint/clear coat there is on the 

vehicle to ensure that we maintain the integrity of the clear coat during the 

detailing procedure. This analysis gives us an idea of the methods and 

procedures we need to take in order to guarantee the safest and least 

abrasion needed to achieve the results we strive for.

5) Inspection Report
After the inspection, we will discuss the current condition of your vehicle. 

That includes a report of the paint analysis, paint depth, any imperfections 

found during the inspection, etc.

6) Quotes & Recommendations
Based on your wants and needs, and the vehicles condition, we will discuss 

the options you have along with recommend the best products and services 

needed to have your vehicle looking its best!
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Paint Decontamination

What is Paint Contamination?
Paint contamination is comprised of particles that are on top or embedded into your paint’s surface. Common 

contamination consists of airborne chemical compounds, iron containing particles, adhesives, industrial fallout, rail dust, 

acid rain, bird droppings, road tar, grime, tree sap, bugs, water spots, brake dust, road salt, oil, paint overspray, etc. Some 

of these contaminants may come off during the initial washing process, but some may be imbedded into the pores of the 

paint. Acidic contamination that is imbedded into the paint can be very corrosive and will, over time, degrade the clear 

coat and cause clear coat failure. Many cars contain pitted paint or have premature clear coat failure due to the accelerated 

degradation of the acidic contaminated paint.

How Do You Decontaminate Paint?

Mechanical Decontamination, also known as a Clay Bar Decontamination is a common practice known in the detailing 
industry. Clay Bar’s come in many forms depending on the condition of the paint and different levels of decontamination 
needed to bring back a smooth, contaminant free surface. Natural Clay, comes in mild, medium and heavy forms to 
remove bonded surface contaminants. Recently, as technology in the detailing world advances, Synthetic Clay is often 
used for an easier and faster decontamination process. Synthetic Clay does not work as well on heavily contaminated 
paint, but it is a great alternative for lightly soiled paint. The process we take to ensure a safe mechanical decontamination 
without marring or drastically dulling the paint is by first safely washing the car completely free of any dirt or debris. We 
then lubricate the painted surface with a clay lubricant, to create a barrier between the clay bar and the paint itself for a 
scratch free, decontamination process.

Chemical Decontamination on the other hand, works a bit differently. This process is to remove any iron contamination 
that gets imbedded into the painted surface. This is often built up through years of driving. This contamination is usually 
from brake dust, which contain small iron particles that get released when pressing the brake on your car. Driving over 
railroad tracks frequently will often result in iron particles imbedded in your paint as well. After washing your car, we use 
a dedicated Iron Fallout Remover and spray the transparent solution on all the exterior painted surfaces of the car. Over 
the course of five minutes, the chemicals in the remover will chemically react to the imbedded iron particles, turn purple, 
and release themselves from the pores of the paint. We then thoroughly rinse down the vehicle to remove the solution 
from the paint. These two forms of decontamination ensure a contaminant free painted surface- ready for correction.

There are two forms of paint decontamination- Chemical and Mechanical Decontamination. 
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Date of Detail

Paint Correction
Paint Correction is a service provided by us for the real automotive enthusiasts. The best way to define what paint 

correction is by describing the process and steps we take to remove swirl marks, scratches, spider webbing, 
imperfections on old or dull looking paint. Starting with the least abrasive method, we will remove a thin layer of your 
oxidized or scratched paint, to expose a fresh new layer to bring back that glossy factory shine. This is done by using a 
dual action polisher with the dedicated pads; these pads used vary according to the current condition of your car, the 
type of paint on our car, and the amount of cutting needed to restore the clarity of the finish. Below, we briefly explain 

the differences and multiple steps of paint correction and how they very. 

1 - Step Correction 2 - Step Correction

• Includes a Polish Correction to 
bring back dull or old looking 
paint

• Multiple passes will result in 
approx. 60-65% correction rate

• Will correct minor swirl marks 
and enhance the overall color 
depth

• Generally performed with a dual 
action polisher and different 
grades of polishing foam pads

• Includes a Compound and Polish 
Correction to remove scratches, 
clear coat imperfections, and major 
swirl marks

• Results in approx. 90-95% 
correction rate

• Commonly performed on vehicles 
that have not been previously 
protected by ceramic coating or PPF

• Commonly performed on cars with 
darker colored paint or flat paint 
that reveal more scratches, 
imperfections, etc.

• Generally performed with a dual 
action polisher, compound using 
microfiber pads, and polish using 
foam pads

• Includes multiple steps and 

passes of various Compounds 

and Polishes -  Approx. 60-70 

man hours of paint correction

• Results in a 95+% Correction Rate

• Performed on Show Cars, Exotics 

and Supercars

• Performed with multiple stages of 

complete scratch removal, 100% 

paint clarity, and removing every 

clear coat imperfection in the 

paint

DC Signature Correction





After a vehicle is completely washed, decontaminated, and corrected, it is ready for a ceramic coating. If there are any 
imperfections in the paint, they will be visible through the ceramic coating for the life of the coating. That is why we 
believe it is best to completely perfect the condition of the paint; That way we are applying a ceramic coating over 
flawless paint. 

We begin the coating application by removing any waxes, sealants, and polish from the painted surface for optimal 
bonding. This process is done by using an IPA/Eraser solution. After the paint is stripped and ready for the coating, we 
hand apply the ceramic coating using an applicator pad and a suede application towel in either a cross hatch pattern, or 
straight line motions, dependent on the type of coating. We work in a section area at a time. After the application, we wait 
for the coating to “flash” and then remove the access using a suede towel designed for ceramic coatings. We then use an 
infrared heating lamp to help cure the coated on the painted surface and ensure a strong, optimal bond. If multiple layers 
are being applied, we repeat the steps. We then apply a silica spray sealant as a top coat for the ceramic coating to prevent 
initial water spots and letting the coating completely cure. 

The biggest benefits to having your vehicle ceramic coated are the extreme hydrophobic abilities that repel water and 
dirty acid rain, increase the gloss levels and color depth, and add clear coat protection for years to come. Ceramic coatings 
are designed for protection against swirl marks, oxidation, and everyday airborne contaminants. High end companies 
that manufacture ceramic coatings, like Kamikaze and CarPro, are the industries leading and amongst most reputable 
manufactures for paint protection. Here at Detail City, our most commonly applied ceramic coatings are CQuartz UK 3.0 
Edition from CarPro and Miyabi, ISM and Zipang from the Kamikaze Collection. With proper care and maintenance, 
these semi-permanent coating will last anywhere from 5-7 years on your vehicle.

With these ceramic coating applications, maintenance for your vehicle becomes a breeze. With the incredible hydrophobic 
ability that ceramic coating adds, your car washing routine will save you loads of time by making it extremely easy to get 
dirt and filth off of the paint. It'll protect the surface from major swirls and scratches that can come from improper 
washing techniques, along with protect the paint from premature clear coat failure.
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Ceramic Coating
What is Ceramic Coating?

Ceramic Coating is the one of the ultimate levels of paint protection.To keep it simple, high end ceramic 

coatings are semi-permanent layers of transparent coats that are hand applied over your existing clear coat. 

They’re made up of a liquid polymer that chemically bonds to the vehicle's existing paint or PPF. 

How is Ceramic Coating Applied?
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Paint Protection Film
What is Paint Protection Film? 

Paint Protection Film, also known as PPF, is the ultimate form of paint protection for your 

vehicle. The transparent polymer or polyurethane film is applied over your existing paint to 

protect your vehicle from scratches, rock chips, harmful ultraviolet rays, mineral deposits, acid 

rain and contamination

Here at Detail City, we provide film from the most reputable Paint Protection Film manufactures, XPEL and SunTek. 

These films are the industry leading products for their durability, protection and self healing properties. Backed with 

a 10 year warranty, this long term investment is sure to protect your vehicles for years to come. We provide pre-cut 

and self cut options for your vehicle, and for any after market parts installed on the exterior as well. High impact 

areas are always a priority and recommended to apply PPF. This includes high impact areas such as front bumper, 

complete hood, front fenders and side mirrors. This procedure ensures protection from rock chips, acidic bug splash, 

etc. Applying PPF ensures your vehicle with the ultimate form of protection from contaminants, but also preserves 

the paint underneath for ultimate clear coat preservation from premature failure. 
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Paint-less Dent Removal

What is Paint-less Dent Removal? 

Paint-less Dent Removal, also known as PDR, is one of the safest yet most effective 
ways of getting rid of dings and dents. Almost every car comes across a situation 

where it'll catch the end of another car door, have something small hit the trunk, or 
even a simple fender bender- PDR is the solution for most, if not all of these problems. 

No drilling, no Bondo and no repainting.  Our PDR experts will inspect the damage 
and be able to pull the smallest of dings, or even major dents with their tools and 

expertise. PDR is also an eco and pocket friendly way of getting the damage fixed. This 
paint-less dent removing procedure is only recommended when a small ding or dent 

does not go through paint or chip any of the painted surface. 

It’s simple. If paint-less dent removal in an option for your vehicle - we will inspect the 
damage, measure the paint to insure the depth levels, and then provide you the best 

options and recommendations to have the damage fixed.
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Glass Coating

Detail City is an authorized installer and partner with GlassParency- a company that 
specializes in glass coatings for your vehicle. Made in the USA, the products used in the 

application are chemically engineered to react with the silica within the glass for a bond that 
will last for years. Backed by a 3-year warranty, GlassParency is the market leading glass 

coating company that provides an exceptional product for your windshield and all of the glass 
on your vehicle

GlassParency is a patented ultra-hydrophobic coating that is applied to all glass surfaces of your 
vehicle. As a certified installer, our professionals here at Detail City go through a 2-step application 

process that will result in an extremely clean, ultra-hydrophobic, glare free windshield. After the 
application process, we will submit your 3-year warranty, and then you will be sent a maintenance 

package from GlassParency to maintain the life expectancy of the product.

What is GlassParency? 
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Interior Detailing

Interior detailing of a vehicle needs extreme care, done by professionals to insure a safe and 
clean detail. Detail City goes above and beyond to use the safest and proper method with the 
best products to detail the interior of your vehicle. Whether its dusting your dash board, or 

removing a stain - We use the least aggressive and safest procedures to maintain the integrity 
of your entire interior.

Carpet Vacuuming 

Carpet Extraction

Steam Cleaning Leather

Leather Reconditioning

Leather Restoration

Window Cleaning

Floor Liner Extraction

Odor Removal

Ozone Options

Stain Removal

Salt/Snow Removal

Carpet Shampoo

Console Cleaning

Door Jam Cleaning

Pet Hair Removal

Cloth Seat Extraction

Alcantara Seat Cleaning

Steam Cleaning/ Degreasing
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Products Used
Premium products are essential to achieving the results we strive for. We invest our time and are in constant 
search to find the latest and greatest products in the detailing market. As technology advances, so does the 

quality of the products. We have tested all of these products numerous time before using them on our clients 
cars to ensure the best possible results. Here is a list of some of the brands we use.
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Our Mission

Detail City is a gateway for all automotive 

enthusiasts to connect. We strive to share our 

passion that goes beyond detailing. We are 

Passionately Automotive.

Our Values

Here at Detail City, we believe in integrity, honesty 

& building everlasting relationships. We value our 

clients like our family, and their vehicles like our 

own.

Our Vibe

At our core, the “detail” in detailing is more than a 

wizardry fascination. The art & skillset of 

detailing vehicles is an obsession. We dream it - 

practice it - perfect it - and showcase it.

Our Promise

Our promise goes beyond a firm handshake. Not 

only do we promise results, we promise to 

provide the best customer service any company 

has to offer. An optimistic experience for any 

automotive enthusiast is the least you can expect.
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